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1. PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT

Caselets, 2nd Edition, is a product of ITGI (www.itgi.org), and part of the IT Governance Using COBIT® and Val IT™ series. This document was developed in collaboration with a group of international academics and practitioners. These caselets provide three mini case studies on COBIT use in lifelike situations and are designed for use as small exercises (90-minute class period) in undergraduate and graduate classes on information systems (IS) management, information security management, auditing, IS auditing and/or accounting information systems. The objectives of these cases are to:

- Provide a foundation for students to identify risks and control areas in a rich information technology environment
- Provide a means for students to relate risks and controls to particular COBIT control objectives
- Help students learn how to use the COBIT assurance guidelines to identify appropriate procedures when developing methodologies for providing assurance over controls

Caselets, 2nd Edition, includes a case description for each caselet, which provides background on the case organisation and its IT processes and infrastructure, as well as potential questions for the students. Caselets, 2nd Edition—Teaching Notes supplies extra background information for the instructor, and suggestions on answers.

There are three other components that make up IT Governance Using COBIT® and Val IT™. The Student Book, 2nd Edition, explains and illustrates all the COBIT components, the Presentation, 2nd Edition, provides a PowerPoint deck of 35 slides explaining all the COBIT elements, and the TIBO Case Study, 2nd Edition, applies COBIT knowledge in a practical situation.

Pages 3 through 36 deleted from this sample.
5. CASELET: UNION NATIONAL BANK

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Determine the COBIT control objectives to be used in implementing a customer relationship management (CRM) package.

CASE INFORMATION

Union National Bank (UNB) has history on its side. With well-established roots, the 149-year-old community bank has a reputation for old-fashioned customer service. However, it has recently found itself competing not only with other well-established local banks but also with giant conglomerates. The bank attempted to compete on price by lowering fees, discounting loan rates and inflating deposit rates, while still offering its hands-on customer service, but management discovered that was a money-losing move and decided to try another strategy.

During the current fiscal year, the seven-branch UNB embarked on a major change in its processes, products and pricing to stay profitable and still retain its customer-centric reputation by acquiring a CRM package. The CRM solution allows UNB to look more closely at not only its big-picture financials but also its profitability by customer. Management segmented the bank’s 37,000 accounts by profitability and drilled down into individual household information to get a view of spending and account activity. Management then fed all bank transactions into a single data warehouse, where they could be analysed later to pinpoint the most important products to its clients. The software alerts member service representatives (assigned to individual accounts) to life changes that may indicate an interest in another financial product. For example, recently married customers may be interested in mortgage services and customers who are nearing 65 years of age may be interested in retirement products. The CRM solution also helps the bank remain on customers’ good sides by asking how and when to contact them. This increases the likelihood of a positive response to a sales pitch. The bank has achieved more than US $1 million in efficiency gains, stemmed customer erosion and realised substantial revenue growth.

Management is using the CRM system tools to evaluate the profit of its bank customers by analysing all associated costs and revenue associated with each customer’s behaviour. Did customers visit tellers often or opt for less-expensive ATM and Internet transactions? How many cheques were written each month? Was there other revenue associated with customer accounts from optional services or extra fees? By segmenting its customer base into high-value and low-value buckets, the bank was able to segment its customer base into high-value and low-value buckets, as well as high-profit and low-profit sectors, and increase the profitability of the high-profit segment. The CRM solution also helps the bank remain on customers’ good sides by asking how and when to contact them. This increases the likelihood of a positive response to a sales pitch. The bank has achieved more than US $1 million in efficiency gains, stemmed customer erosion and realised substantial revenue growth.

The CRM solution enables management to figure out what new products it can safely introduce without competing with its existing offerings. For example, UNB recently used the system to help roll out its new savings account program. It hoped the year-end, high-minimum, short-term, high-interest offering would attract lucrative new customers with more than US $5,000 to invest. Management was able to use the CRM system to figure out how many accounts contained more than the minimum balance, the difference in rates of interest, and the potential financial loss if some or all of them switched to the new higher-rate account. Management could then balance that potential loss against potential new revenue.

CASE QUESTIONS

You are the external auditor for UNB.

1. Employ the PO1 Define a strategic IT plan COBIT process to:
   a. Identify which of the PO1 control objectives are most appropriate for you to consider in designing your audit plan. Be prepared to justify your selection of the relevant control objectives.
   b. For three of the control objectives that you chose in (1a), employ the COBIT process assurance steps for PO1 to develop a draft set of audit procedures to provide assurance on the achievement of these control objectives.

2. Employ the PO10 Manage projects COBIT process to:
   a. Identify which of the PO10 control objectives are most appropriate for you to consider in designing your audit plan. Be prepared to justify your selection of the relevant control objectives.
   b. For three of the control objectives that you chose in (2a), employ the COBIT process assurance steps for PO10 to develop a draft set of audit procedures to provide assurance on the achievement of these control objectives.

3. Employ the ME1 Monitor and evaluate IT performance COBIT process to:
   a. Identify which of the ME1 control objectives are most appropriate for you to consider in designing your audit plan. Be prepared to justify your selection of the relevant control objectives.
   b. For three of the control objectives that you chose in (3a), employ the COBIT process assurance steps for ME1 to develop a draft set of audit procedures to provide assurance on the achievement of these control objectives.
### Control Objectives and Procedures for Evaluating Effectiveness

**P01.4 IT Strategic Plan**—Create a strategic plan that defines, in co-operation with relevant stakeholders, how IT goals will contribute to the enterprise’s strategic objectives and related costs and risks. It should include how IT will support IT-enabled investment programmes, IT services and IT assets. It should define how the objectives will be met, the measurements to be used and the procedures to obtain formal sign-off from the stakeholders. The IT strategic plan should cover the investment/operational budget, funding sources, sourcing strategy, acquisition strategy, and legal and regulatory requirements. The strategic plan should be sufficiently detailed to allow for the definition of tactical IT plans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Practices</th>
<th>Assurance Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Establish a process to translate business strategy, business expectations, and current and future IT capabilities into an IT strategic plan.</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that a process was followed to document IT’s goals and objectives necessary to perform its tasks. They should be defined, documented and communicated, including the:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Ensure that IT has established a process to identify, document and adequately address organisational changes, technology evolution, regulatory requirements, business process re-engineering, staffing, in- and outsourcing opportunities, etc., in the planning process.</td>
<td>— Achievement of the benefits and management of the risks of the IT capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Define roles and responsibilities of the stakeholders involved in the strategic planning process.</td>
<td>— Establishment of the current and future performance required to respond to business expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Develop IT capabilities to support the business requirements and contribute to expected benefits as included in the enterprise’s strategic plan.</td>
<td>— Provision of information on transparency and how IT delivers value to the business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Identify and document the implications on the business strategy in terms of risk and cost of the required IT capabilities. Resolve negative implications appropriately in co-ordination with the business.</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that there is a time frame for the development and execution of the strategic and tactical plans. This time frame should include the interrelationships and dependencies of the execution of the tactical plans. The time frame could vary based on scope, funding and prioritisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Define and document the IT goals and objectives necessary to cost-efficiently:</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that a process to capture outcome measures, represented by metrics (what) and targets (how much), of IT objectives exists and that the measures relate to business-identified benefits and the strategy’s direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Achieve the benefits and manage the risks of the capabilities required of IT</td>
<td>• Confirm and review the policies and procedures supporting the structured planning approach to determine if they effectively support the process for creating an IT strategic plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Establish the current and future performance required to respond to business expectations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Provide transparency on capabilities delivered by IT and their contribution to strategic objectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Translate the business-derived IT objectives into outcome measures represented by metrics (what) and targets (how much) that can be related to business benefits. Obtain appropriate stakeholder approval.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Formally approve and communicate the IT strategic plan and ensure that it is clearly understood by those who need to translate it into budgets, tactical plans, sourcing and acquisition strategies, processes, and organisational structures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### P01.5 IT Tactical Plans

Create a portfolio of tactical IT plans that are derived from the IT strategic plan. The tactical plans should address IT-enabled programme investments, IT services and IT assets. The tactical plans should describe required IT initiatives, resource requirements, and how the use of resources and achievement of benefits will be monitored and managed. The tactical plans should be sufficiently detailed to allow the definition of project plans. Actively manage the set of tactical IT plans and initiatives through analysis of project and service portfolios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Practices</th>
<th>Assurance Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Translate the approved IT strategic plan into tactical plans.</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that tactical IT plans exist and that they have been based on the IT strategic plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ensure that the process of developing tactical plans allows for considerations to update strategic IT plans.</td>
<td>• Confirm that this is done in a structured manner in accordance with established processes and that there is no undue delay between updates of the strategic plan and the subsequent update of the tactical plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Ensure that the content of the tactical plans includes clearly stated project definitions for all programmes, project time frames and deliverables, required resources, and business benefits to be monitored.</td>
<td>• Validate that the contents of the IT tactical plan are adequate and that the plan contains proper project definitions, planning information, deliverables and quantified estimated benefits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Explicitly state goal and performance indicators, goals risk assessment results, and related risk mitigation plans within the IT tactical plans.</td>
<td>• Review whether the tactical plan addresses IT-related risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Base the planning and elaboration of the IT-enabled investment programmes, IT projects, resources utilisation and monitoring techniques on the detailed tactical plan.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Determine that formal and comprehensive periodic review and change management processes exist to ensure that any changes made to the organisation’s mission and objectives are reflected in the IT tactical plans.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Use a methodology for a formal review of IT strategic and tactical plans to optimise current and future investments and strategies, in terms of the use of scarce resources, implementation alternatives, funding methods and timing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### P010.7 Integrated Project Plan

Establish a formal, approved integrated project plan (covering business and information systems resources) to guide project execution and control throughout the life of the project. The activities and interdependencies of multiple projects within a programme should be understood and documented. The project plan should be maintained throughout the life of the project. The project plan, and changes to it, should be approved in line with the programme and project governance framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Practices</th>
<th>Assurance Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Develop a project plan that provides information to enable management to control project progress. The plan should include details of project deliverables, required resources and responsibilities, clear work breakdown structures and work packages, estimates of resources required, milestones, key dependencies, and identification of a critical path. Identify interdependencies of resources (e.g., key personnel) and deliverables with other projects.</td>
<td>• Review plans, policies and procedures to verify that the integrated project plan provides information to permit management to control project progress and that the plan includes a statement of scope, details of project products and deliverables, required resources and responsibilities, clear work breakdown structures and work packages, estimates of resources required, milestones, key dependencies, and identification of a critical path.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Maintain the project plan and any dependent plans to ensure that they are up to date and reflect actual progress and material changes.</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and ensure that the integrated project plan and any dependent plans are updated with the agreement plan owner to reflect the actual progress and material changes from master project plan checkpoints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Ensure that there is effective communication of project plans and progress reports amongst all projects and with the overall programme. Ensure that any changes made to individual plans are reflected in the other plans.</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that the project plan includes a communication plan that addresses changes and status reporting to key stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### P010.8 Project Resources

**Definition:** Define the responsibilities, relationships, authorities and performance criteria of project team members, and specify the basis for acquiring and assigning competent staff members and/or contractors to the project. The procurement of products and services required for each project should be planned and managed to achieve project objectives using the organisation’s procurement practices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Practices</th>
<th>Assurance Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Identify resource needs for the project and clearly map out appropriate roles and responsibilities, with escalation and decision-making authorities agreed upon and understood.</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that resource needs are identified for the project and appropriate roles and responsibilities are clearly mapped out, with escalation and decision-making authorities agreed to and understood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Identify required skills and time requirements for all individuals involved in the project phases in relation to defined roles. Staff the roles based on available skills information (e.g., IT skills matrix).</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that roles are identified and staffed with appropriate personnel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Utilise experienced project management and team leader resources with skills appropriate to the size, complexity and risk of the project.</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that an experienced project management resource and team leader are utilised, with skills appropriate to the size, complexity and risk of the project being undertaken.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Consider and clearly define the roles and the responsibilities of other involved parties, including finance, legal, procurement, human resources, internal audit and compliance.</td>
<td>• Inspect plans, policies and procedures to verify that the roles and responsibilities of other interested parties are considered and clearly defined (e.g., interested parties include, but are not limited to, internal audit, compliance, finance, legal, procurement and human resources).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Clearly define and agree upon the responsibility for procurement and management of third-party products and services, and manage the relationships.</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that responsibility for procurement and management of third-party project and system support relationships is clearly defined.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### P010.14 Project Closure

**Definition:** At the end of each project, require the project stakeholders to ascertain whether the project delivered the planned results and benefits. Identify and communicate any outstanding activities required to achieve the planned results of the project and the benefits of the programme, and identify and document lessons learned for use on future projects and programmes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Practices</th>
<th>Assurance Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Define and apply key steps for project closure, including post-implementation reviews that assess whether a project attained the desired results and benefits.</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that IT policies and procedures include key steps for project closure, including an effective post-implementation review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Plan and execute post-implementation reviews to determine if projects delivered expected benefits and to improve the project management and system development process methodology.</td>
<td>• Inspect documentation of a sample of post-implementation reviews to determine if the reviews are effectively planned and executed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Identify, assign, communicate and track any uncompleted activities required to achieve planned programme project results and benefits.</td>
<td>• Walk through the process used to identify, communicate and track any uncompleted activities required to achieve project programme benefits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Collect from the project participants and reviewers the lessons learned and key activities that led to delivered benefits. Analyse the data and make recommendations for improving the project management method for future projects.</td>
<td>• Inspect post-implementation documentation to determine if uncompleted activities are identified, communicated and resolved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Walk through the process used to collect lessons learned to determine if the process is effective in improving future projects. Assess customer involvement in the review and analysis process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**CASELET: UNION NATIONAL BANK**

**AI7.1 Training**—Train the staff members of the affected user departments and the operations group of the IT function in accordance with the defined training and implementation plan and associated materials, as part of every information systems development, implementation or modification project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Practices</th>
<th>Assurance Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. For systems development, implementation or modification projects, a training plan is an integral part of the overall project master plan. Ensure that the plan clearly identifies learning objectives, resources, key milestones, dependencies and critical path tasks impacting the delivery of the training plan. The plan should consider alternative training strategies depending on the business needs, risk level (e.g., for mission-critical systems, a formal system of user accreditation and reaccreditation may be appropriate), and regulatory and compliance requirements (e.g., impact of varying privacy laws may require adaptation of the training at a national level).</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that a training plan is part of the overall project master plan for development projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ensure that the training plan identifies and addresses all impacted groups, including business end users, IT operations, support and IT application development training, and service providers. The training plan should incorporate the delivery of the training in a timely manner. It should also identify staff members who must be trained and those for whom training is desirable.</td>
<td>• Inspect training documentation to determine compliance to the training plan (e.g., list of staff members invited to training, attendees list, evaluation forms for the achievement of learning objectives and other feedback).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Consider alternative training strategies that satisfy the training requirements, and select the most cost-effective approach that aligns with the organisation’s training framework. Alternative strategies include train the trainer, end-user accreditation and intranet-based training.</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that there is a process of monitoring training to obtain feedback that could lead to potential improvements in the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Confirm that there is a process to ensure that the training plan is executed satisfactorily. Complete the documentation detailing compliance with the training plan. Examples of information include lists of staff members invited to attend the training, attendees, evaluations of achievement of learning objectives and other feedback.</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that planned changes are monitored to ensure that training requirements are considered and suitable plans are created.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Monitor training to obtain feedback that could lead to potential improvements in either the training or the system.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Monitor all planned changes to ensure that training requirements have been considered and suitable plans created. Consider postponing the change if training has not been performed and if the lack of training would jeopardise the implementation of the change.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### A17.2 Test Plan

Establish a test plan based on organisationwide standards that defines roles, responsibilities, and entry and exit criteria. Ensure that the plan is approved by relevant parties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Practices</th>
<th>Assurance Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Develop and document the test plan, which aligns to the project quality plan and relevant organisational standards. Communicate and consult with appropriate business process owners and IT stakeholders.</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that a test plan is developed and documented in accordance with the project quality plan and relevant organisational standards and that it is communicated to appropriate business owners and IT stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Ensure that the test plan reflects an assessment of risks from the project and that all functional and technical requirements are tested. Based on assessment of the risk of system failure and faults on implementation, the plan should include requirements for performance, stress, usability, pilot and security testing.</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that the test plan reflects an assessment of the project’s risks and that all functional and technical testing requirements are included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Ensure that the test plan addresses the potential need for internal or external accreditation of outcomes of the test process (e.g., financial regulatory requirements).</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that the test plan identifies resources to execute the tests and evaluate test results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Ensure that the test plan identifies the necessary resources to execute testing and evaluate the results. Examples of resources include construction of test environments and staff for the test group, including potential temporary replacement of test staff in the production or development environments. Ensure that stakeholders are consulted on the resource implications of the test plan.</td>
<td>• Confirm that stakeholders are consulted on resource implications of the test plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Ensure that the test plan identifies testing phases appropriate to the operational requirements and environment. Examples of such testing phases include unit test, system test, integration test, user acceptance test, performance test, stress test, data conversion test, security test, operational readiness, and backup and recovery tests.</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that the test plan considers test preparation, including site preparation, training requirements, installation or update of a defined test environment, planning/performance/documentation/retention of test cases; error and problem handling, correction and escalation; and formal approval.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Confirm that the test plan considers test preparation (including site preparation), training requirements, installation or an update of a defined test environment, planning/performance/documenting/retaining test cases, error and problem handling, correction and escalation, and formal approval.</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that the test plan establishes clear criteria for measuring the success of undertaking each testing phase and that consultations with the business process owners and IT stakeholders are considered in defining the success criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Ensure that the test plan establishes clear criteria for measuring the success of undertaking each testing phase. Consult the business process owners and IT stakeholders in defining the success criteria. Determine that the plan establishes remediation procedures when the success criteria are not met (e.g., in case of significant failures in a testing phase, the plan provides guidance on whether to proceed to the next phase, stop testing or postpone implementation).</td>
<td>• Determine if the plan establishes remediation procedures when the success criteria are not met (e.g., in case of significant failures in a testing phase, the plan provides guidance on whether to proceed to the next phase, stop testing or postpone implementation).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Confirm that all test plans are approved by stakeholders, including business process owners and IT, as appropriate. Examples of such stakeholders are application development managers, project managers and business process end users.</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that test plans are approved by stakeholders, including business process owners and IT, as appropriate. Examples of other stakeholders are application development managers, project managers and business process end users.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Caselet: Union National Bank

#### ME1.2 Definition and Collection of Monitoring Data

Work with the business to define a balanced set of performance targets and have them approved by the business and other relevant stakeholders. Define benchmarks with which to compare the targets, and identify available data to be collected to measure the targets. Establish processes to collect timely and accurate data to report on progress against targets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Practices</th>
<th>Assurance Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Define targets for the IT metrics in line with the coverage and characteristics of the metrics defined in the monitoring framework. Obtain IT and business management approval for the targets. | • Enquire whether and confirm that:  
  - Targets have been defined for the IT metrics in line with the coverage and characteristics of the metrics defined in the monitoring framework. Obtain IT and business management approval for the targets.  
  - Performance data needed by the monitoring approach are collected satisfactorily and in an automated fashion, wherever feasible. Verify that the measured performance is compared to the targets at agreed-to intervals.  
  - There is a process to control all changes to performance monitoring data sources  
  - Performance targets have been defined and focus on those that provide the largest insight-to-effort ratio  
  - The integrity of the data collected is assessed by carrying out reconciliation and control checks at agreed-upon intervals |
| 2. Collect performance data needed by the monitoring approach in an automated fashion wherever feasible. Compare the measured performance to the targets at agreed-to intervals. |  
  - Performance data needed by the monitoring approach are collected satisfactorily and in an automated fashion, wherever feasible. Verify that the measured performance is compared to the targets at agreed-to intervals. |
| 3. Ensure consistency, completeness and integrity of performance monitoring source data. Ensure control over all changes to performance monitoring data sources. |  
  - There are procedures for ensuring consistency, completeness and integrity of performance monitoring source data  
  - Performance targets have been defined and focus on those that provide the largest insight-to-effort ratio  
  - The integrity of the data collected is assessed by carrying out reconciliation and control checks at agreed-upon intervals |
| 4. Define performance targets and focus on those that provide the largest insight-to-effort ratio. |  
  - The integrity of the data collected is assessed by carrying out reconciliation and control checks at agreed-upon intervals |
| 5. Assess the integrity of the data collected by carrying out reconciliation and control checks at agreed-upon intervals. |  
  - The integrity of the data collected is assessed by carrying out reconciliation and control checks at agreed-upon intervals |

#### ME1.4 Performance Assessment

Periodically review performance against targets, analyse the cause of any deviations, and initiate remedial action to address the underlying causes. At appropriate times, perform root cause analysis across deviations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Practices</th>
<th>Assurance Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Compare the performance values to internal targets and benchmarks and, where possible, to external benchmarks (industry and key competitors). | • Interview process owners to confirm that target performance levels for key processes are established and validated against the industry and competition.  
  • Inspect performance reports for timeliness of measurement and effectiveness of comparison to the targets.  
  • Verify that informal feedback is obtained and used for service delivery and/or reporting improvements.  
  • Analyse performance reports to verify that results are consistently assessed against targets at agreed-to intervals and that relevant stakeholders receive reporting data.  
  • Inspect evidence of performance assessment, and determine if the assessment and analysis are complete and effective.  
  • For an appropriate sample, verify that causes are identified and translated into remedial actions that are assigned to someone with the appropriate authority and resource and followed up appropriately.  
  • Enquire whether and confirm that root causes are periodically identified across deviations and appropriately acted upon. |
| 2. Consider implementing in parallel with the performance management system a less formal feedback mechanism to obtain alternative measures of perceived performance. Use the data to improve the performance measurement system and, where necessary, solution and service delivery. |  
  • Interview process owners to confirm that target performance levels for key processes are established and validated against the industry and competition.  
  • Inspect performance reports for timeliness of measurement and effectiveness of comparison to the targets.  
  • Verify that informal feedback is obtained and used for service delivery and/or reporting improvements.  
  • Analyse performance reports to verify that results are consistently assessed against targets at agreed-to intervals and that relevant stakeholders receive reporting data.  
  • Inspect evidence of performance assessment, and determine if the assessment and analysis are complete and effective.  
  • For an appropriate sample, verify that causes are identified and translated into remedial actions that are assigned to someone with the appropriate authority and resource and followed up appropriately.  
  • Enquire whether and confirm that root causes are periodically identified across deviations and appropriately acted upon. |
| 3. Assess performance against targets and analyse results. Compare measured performance to targets at agreed-to intervals. Ensure that performance targets and results are communicated to IT and senior and business management via the established performance monitoring framework. |  
  • Interview process owners to confirm that target performance levels for key processes are established and validated against the industry and competition.  
  • Inspect performance reports for timeliness of measurement and effectiveness of comparison to the targets.  
  • Verify that informal feedback is obtained and used for service delivery and/or reporting improvements.  
  • Analyse performance reports to verify that results are consistently assessed against targets at agreed-to intervals and that relevant stakeholders receive reporting data.  
  • Inspect evidence of performance assessment, and determine if the assessment and analysis are complete and effective.  
  • For an appropriate sample, verify that causes are identified and translated into remedial actions that are assigned to someone with the appropriate authority and resource and followed up appropriately.  
  • Enquire whether and confirm that root causes are periodically identified across deviations and appropriately acted upon. |
| 4. Analyse the cause of deviations against targets, initiate remedial actions, assign responsibilities for remediation, and follow up. At appropriate times, review all deviations and search for root causes, where necessary. Document the issues for further guidance if the problem recurs. Collect and retain the appropriate evidence and documentation to support the analysis. |  
  • Interview process owners to confirm that target performance levels for key processes are established and validated against the industry and competition.  
  • Inspect performance reports for timeliness of measurement and effectiveness of comparison to the targets.  
  • Verify that informal feedback is obtained and used for service delivery and/or reporting improvements.  
  • Analyse performance reports to verify that results are consistently assessed against targets at agreed-to intervals and that relevant stakeholders receive reporting data.  
  • Inspect evidence of performance assessment, and determine if the assessment and analysis are complete and effective.  
  • For an appropriate sample, verify that causes are identified and translated into remedial actions that are assigned to someone with the appropriate authority and resource and followed up appropriately.  
  • Enquire whether and confirm that root causes are periodically identified across deviations and appropriately acted upon. |
| 5. Where feasible, link achievement of performance targets to the organisational reward compensation system. |  
  • Interview process owners to confirm that target performance levels for key processes are established and validated against the industry and competition.  
  • Inspect performance reports for timeliness of measurement and effectiveness of comparison to the targets.  
  • Verify that informal feedback is obtained and used for service delivery and/or reporting improvements.  
  • Analyse performance reports to verify that results are consistently assessed against targets at agreed-to intervals and that relevant stakeholders receive reporting data.  
  • Inspect evidence of performance assessment, and determine if the assessment and analysis are complete and effective.  
  • For an appropriate sample, verify that causes are identified and translated into remedial actions that are assigned to someone with the appropriate authority and resource and followed up appropriately.  
  • Enquire whether and confirm that root causes are periodically identified across deviations and appropriately acted upon. |
ME1.5 Board and Executive Reporting—Develop senior management reports on IT’s contribution to the business, specifically in terms of the performance of the enterprise’s portfolio, IT-enabled investment programmes, and the solution and service deliverable performance of individual programmes. Include in status reports the extent to which planned objectives have been achieved, budgeted resources have been used, set performance targets have been met and identified risks have been mitigated. Anticipate senior management’s review by suggesting remedial actions for major deviations. Provide the report to senior management, and solicit feedback from management’s review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Practices</th>
<th>Assurance Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Establish a board and executive reporting process, based on the performance</td>
<td>• Enquire whether and confirm that a board and executive reporting process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monitoring framework, for regular, accurate and timely reporting on IT’s</td>
<td>has been established.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contribution to the business by measuring achievement of IT goals, mitigation of</td>
<td>• Verify that the reporting covers IT’s contribution to the business by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT risks and the usage of resources.</td>
<td>measuring achievement of IT goals, mitigation of IT risks and the usage of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Design senior management reports to highlight key issues (positive and</td>
<td>resources and that it is based on the performance monitoring framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative) generally relating to IT’s contribution to the business and</td>
<td>(e.g., balanced scorecards, trending analysis, executive dashboards).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specifically to IT solution and service delivery capability and performance.</td>
<td>• Confirm that board and executive reports are based on consolidated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Consolidate results of IT performance measurement. Translate them into</td>
<td>information of IT performance measurement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>business performance impacts (positive or negative) and incorporate the results</td>
<td>• Verify that there is a process in place to manage report versions and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>into standard periodic reports to the board. Clearly link IT performance</td>
<td>iterations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measurement to business outcomes and identify how IT supports business strategy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The COBIT framework, in versions 4.0 and higher, includes all of the following:

- **Framework**—Explains how COBIT organises IT governance, management and control objectives, and good practices by IT domains and processes, and links them to business requirements
- **Process descriptions**—Include 34 IT processes covering the IT responsibility areas from beginning to end
- **Control objectives**—Provide generic best practice management objectives for IT processes
- **Management guidelines**—Offer tools to help assign responsibility, measure performance, and benchmark and address gaps in capability
- **Maturity models**—Provide profiles of IT processes describing possible current and future states

In the years since its inception, COBIT’s core content has continued to evolve, and the number of COBIT-based derivative works has increased. Following are the publications currently derived from COBIT:

- **Board Briefing on IT Governance, 2nd Edition**—Designed to help executives understand why IT governance is important, what its issues are and what their responsibility is for managing it
- **COBIT® Online**—Allows users to customise a version of COBIT for their own enterprise, then store and manipulate that version as desired. It offers online, real-time surveys; frequently asked questions; benchmarking; and a discussion facility for sharing experiences and questions.
- **COBIT® Control Practices: Guidance to Achieve Control Objectives for Successful IT Governance, 2nd Edition**—Provides guidance on the risks to be avoided and value to be gained from implementing a control objective, and instruction on how to implement the objective. Control practices are strongly recommended for use with the IT Governance Implementation Guide: Using COBIT® and Val IT™, 2nd Edition.
- **IT Assurance Guide: Using COBIT®**—Provides guidance on how COBIT can be used to support a variety of assurance activities and offers suggested testing steps for all the COBIT IT processes and control objectives. It replaces the information in the Audit Guidelines for auditing and self-assessment against the control objectives in COBIT.
- **IT Control Objectives for Sarbanes-Oxley, The Design and Implementation of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting, 2nd Edition**—Provides guidance on how to assess compliance for the IT environment based on the COBIT control objectives
- **IT Governance Implementation Guide: Using COBIT® and Val IT™, 2nd Edition**—Provides a generic road map for implementing IT governance using COBIT and Val IT resources and offers a supporting tool kit
- **COBIT® Quickstart**—Provides a baseline of control for the smaller organisation and a possible first step for the larger enterprise
- **COBIT® Security Baseline**—Focuses on essential steps for implementing information security within the enterprise
- **COBIT® Mappings**—Currently posted at www.isaca.org/downloads:
  - Aligning COBIT®, ITIL and ISO 17799 for Business Benefit
  - COBIT® Mapping: Overview of International IT Guidance, 2nd Edition
  - COBIT® Mapping: Mapping of CMMI® for Development V1.2 With COBIT® 4.0
  - COBIT® Mapping: Mapping of ISO/IEC 17799:2005 With COBIT® 4.0
  - COBIT® Mapping: Mapping of ITIL With COBIT® 4.0
  - COBIT® Mapping: Mapping of PMBOK With COBIT® 4.0
  - COBIT® Mapping: Mapping of PRINCE2 With COBIT® 4.0
  - COBIT® Mapping: Mapping of SEI’s CMM for Software With COBIT® 4.0
  - COBIT® Mapping: Mapping of TOGAF 8.1 With COBIT® 4.0
- **Information Security Governance: Guidance for Boards of Directors and Executive Management, 2nd Edition**—Presents information security in business terms and contains tools and techniques to help uncover security-related problems

Val IT is the umbrella term used to describe the publications and future additional products and activities addressing the Val IT framework.

Current Val IT-related publications are:

- **Enterprise Value: Governance of IT Investments—The Val IT™ Framework**, which explains how an enterprise can extract optimal value from IT-enabled investments and is based on the COBIT framework. It is organised into:
  - Three processes—Value Governance, Portfolio Management and Investment Management
  - IT key management practices—Essential management practices that positively influence the achievement of the desired result or purpose of a particular activity. They support the Val IT processes and play roughly the same role as COBIT’s control objectives.
• *Enterprise Value: Governance of IT Investments—The Business Case*, which focuses on one key element of the investment management process

• *Enterprise Value: Governance of IT Investments—The ING Case Study*, which describes how a global financial services company manages a portfolio of IT investments in the context of the Val IT framework

For the most complete and up-to-date information on COBIT, Val IT and related products, case studies, training opportunities, newsletters, and other framework-specific information, visit [www.isaca.org/cobit](http://www.isaca.org/cobit) and [www.isaca.org/valit](http://www.isaca.org/valit).